Integrated Microscopy Core
High Throughput Microscopy (HTM) & Image Analysis

For more info contact:
Fabio Stossi stossi@bcm.edu
Michael Mancini mancini@bcm.edu
Julien Dubrulle dubrulle@bcm.edu

Service | Cost
--- | ---
HTM experiments | $200/plate (sliding scale after first one)
Image Analysis (pre-set assays in the menu) | $200 (flat fee)
Image Analysis (custom) | $40/hr

Pre-set Image Analysis Menu:
- cell count
- cell cycle analysis
- live/dead
- toxicity
- fluorescent levels
- subcellular protein localization
- spots/speckles counting

Examples of HTM Assays:
- Cell Count/Toxicity Assay
- Protein Level Localization
- Metabolic Readouts (mitochondria/Lipid)
- Cell Cycle and Morphologic Analysis
  - G1, S, G2/M